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The Paperless Office TechnologyOverview
Established in 1998, WonderNet Ltd. is a leading provider of paper-free signature solutions, holding the largest number
of signature profiles worldwide.
WonderNet's Penflow&trade; technology offers a unique product line that incorporates digital handwritten signature
capabilities into commonly used applications, to ease and secure document signing processes. The company's products
have been successfully implemented in some of the large and most prominent financial; governmental; healthcare;
military; enterprises and retail organizations around the world, permanently unraveling their documents workflow
obstacles and security breaches. WonderNet is backed up by strong strategic investors such as: Bank Hapoalim, Israel's
largest bank and financial group, and WACOM Co. Ltd. of Japan, leading manufacturer of pen tablets. The company
holds an extensive chain of distributors and partners in main locations around the world and is headquartered in Givat
Hashlosha, Israel.
In the scope of almost any business transaction, papers are being printed in order officially sign them and provide original
copies to all parties. Having to print documents solely for the sake of signing them is a costly procedure which also
requires the physical presence of the signatory at a certain location and time. Digital signature verification solutions are
derived from the increasing need of organizations to automate and secure their document workflow, while achieving
immediate costs saving and quick return on investment. Mission - Leading the Secured Paperless Office Revolution
While the traditional signature still playing an important role in many documents, organizations' need to manage paperwork is one of the most time and money consuming tasks. In this era of legalized electronic signatures, WonderNet is
leading the way in helping organizations achieve the increased efficiency and security of doing business paper-free.
Vision - Simplified, Cost-Reduced Signature Circulations
WonderNet leverages its position as a leading provider of biometric signature solutions to present a fresh approach to the
digital signature marketplace. By using our distinguished technology, we allow customers to step into the paperless office
era while achieving immediate ROI.
No printing, scanning and manual archiving for signing purposes is ever needed again.
This is the Paperless Office in its best.
Worldwide Customer Base
WonderNet's Penflow-based set of products presents direct and immediate customer Return On Investment (ROI) for a
broad spectrum of businesses. From the big enterprise, through the service provider ending with the SOHO sector, using
the secured digital signature benefits offered by Penflow, will result in significant time and money savings. WonderNet's
customers include some of the large and most prominent financial, military, enterprise and retail organizations around the
world. Among our respective customers are: Credit Suisse, Israeli Air Force, Teva Pharmaceutical Industries, Sao
Paulo&rsquo;s CTEEP energy company, Bank HaPoalim, Bank Leumi, Orange, Cellcom and more.
Goals and Objectives
WonderNet strives to continuously meet customer's expectations by following these objectives:
- Focusing on customer's ROI
- Relieving customers from the hurdle of managing signature rotations
- Following and complying with latest industry standards
- Delivering reliable, secure service
- Providing bold, innovative solutions
- Developing strategic new products, which respond to customer and market needsGlobal Partnerships
WonderNet has strategically partnered with main industry associates specializing in digital signatures, biometrics and
security solutions. Our partners include: WACOM &ndash; the leading manufacturer of pen tablets; TRODAT &ndash;
the world&rsquo;s leading stamp manufacturer; and UTIMACO, a leading developer of IT security software. The intuitive
SDK and API designed by WonderNet, pave the way for natural partnerships with software manufacturers and
distributors in the fields of document management, ERP, CRM, accounting applications and more. Standardization Efforts
WonderNet's solutions continuously follow market standards for digital and biometric signatures:
- Comply with the FDA 21 CFR Part 11 rule for electronic records and signatures
- Comply with the PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) standards
- Meet the terms of the Government Paperwork Elimination Act (GPEA) for elimination of paperwork in federal agencies
- Meet the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability (HIPAA) requirements by safeguarding citizen information from
unauthorized partiesWelcome to the Paperless Office World!
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